Introduction
Many devices to be incorporated into experiments at the National Synchrotron Light Source will require automated positioning. Included among these devices will be beam line elements such as collimating slits, monochromators, and mirrors and spectrometer components such as sample changers, goniometers, and detector transports. It is obvious that the dynamical mechanical properties of such a wide variety of devices would vary over such a wide range that devising a single scheme for their control by closed loop servo techniques would be extremely difficult. A more reasonable approach is to control as many of the devices as possible in open loop fashion with stepping motors and position encoders. This approach has been taken with full recognition of the usual disadvantages of stepping motors, i.e., relatively low shaft torque and power, high power consumption, and susceptibility to vibration during movement. The effects of these disadvantages can be minimized, however, by designing a subsystem which allows the user to choose the basic operating parameters of individual stepping motors. Thus, the method chosen for submitting positioning commands to the subsystem should lend itself easily to submitting commands to establish stepping motor parameters of operation.
Since the subsystem is to be used in a number of different types of experiments, priority has been placed on making it easy to maintain. Operation of the unit can be made visible to the user or maintainer by having a large amount of status information displayed in alphanumeric form in real time, i.e., simultaneously with operation of the unit. This method has been applied by having each major part of the subsystem generate a video display of its status. One of these parts generates a real-time display of the current and target positions of all stepping motor-encoder pairs in the subsystem. Thus a display which would normally have to be supplied by the user is provided by the subsystem. The number and type of control characters used to delimit the lines of ASCII characters which make up a transaction depend on the characteristics of the device driving the control unit. The motor control unit accommodates different types of driving devices by changing its interaction mode.
Driving Device Interaction Mode The least complex device which may be used to drive the motor controller unit is a standard ASCII character terminal; the most complex is a small-or medium-scale computer which executes an operating system having extensive capabilities for driving character-oriented peripheral devices. The control unit facilitates interaction with this range of driving devices.by employing different device interaction modes.
Manual Interaction Mode. The motor control unit operates in manual interaction mode when the driving device is an ASCII character terminal. It is assumed that a user or maintainer is manually typing commands at the terminal keyboard. The motor control unit responses are designed to facilitate request line entry and to make the response and error message lines readable on the terminal display. In particular, the motor control unit in manual interaction mode executes transactions in the following manner:
(1) characters typed in the request line are echoed back to the driving terminal as they are received;
to the power supplies consists of two transistortransistor-logic (TTL) compatible pulse streams; in- Processor Interaction Mode. In normal operation, the motor control unit is driven by a computer; when this is the case, the unit operates in processor interaction mode. In processor interaction mode, the manner in which the lines of a transaction are handled and the number and sequencing of delimiting control characters are always dependent on the operating system and programming language executing in the driving computer.
Different combinations of operating system/programming language are accommodated by defining various submodes of processor interaction mode. So far two submodes have been implemented. Because of the physical and logical structure of the unit, additional submodes would be very easy to implement. However, regardless of submode, in processor interaction mode, the unit takes the following actions during transactions:
(1) characters transmitted in the request line are not echoed back to the driving device;
(2) the request line is terminated upon receipt of a <carriage return> control character; (3) the response line is terminated with a <carriage return> character.
XL Driver Submode. As will be described in more detail in following sections, one combination of computer and operating system used to drive the motor controller is a DEC PDP-11/34 or LSI-11/23 computer running under supervision of the DEC RSX-llM operating system. The logical facility of RSX-llM used for serial communication with the motor control unit is the "XL" message-oriented communication device. An appropriate submode of interaction has been defined for interacting with this type of device. In XL driver submode, the response and error message lines are treated as follows: (4) Regardless of the particular type and number of control characters which delimit them, the transaction lines contain subgroups of ASCII characters recognizable as English-language mnemonics, words, or numbers. Thus the lines may be checked in real time (e.g., from the video display) by a maintainer.
Characters within the request line must specify three basic types of information: (1) function codes, a set of mnemonics which specify the controller operation to be performed; (2) motor names, character strings for labelling the motor-encoder pairs; and (3) position coordinates, ASCII-coded position values with respect to various coordinate systems used to describe the motor axes. The response line contains information requested by the driving device and supplied by the motor control unit. Typically this information consists of ASCIIcoded current position values and mnemonics which indicate the current status of the motor-encoder pairs or the motor control unit itself.
The error line contains a short message describing any error detected by the unit during its attempt to perform a requested function. As mentioned above, this line will be empty if no error has been detected.
Position Specification Mode
The format of some information, specifically the motor labels and the position values, in the request and response lines depends on the current position specification mode of operation of the motor control unit. Three position specification modes have been provided. The The chassis box occupies 10½" vertical height of a standard 19" rack and supplies power, cooling, and structural support to three sections of hardware components. Each of the three sections contains both components of common type and components of functionspecific type. The primary common component of each section is a microprocessor, a DEC LSI-11/2 singleboard level processor. The common components also include a variable size local memory array, a serial line unit for driving a diagnostic terminal, a video display generator module, and a buss terminator module which contains a line time clock.
Hardware components specific to the function performed by each section will be mentioned in the text sections below which describe the individual functions.
Communication among the three sections is accomplished via a shared memory subsystem.6,7 This subsystem consists of three shared memory access ports, one for each section, and a potentially large module (many megabytes) of memory accessed via a DEC Modified UNIBUS bussing scheme. The shared memory module may contain any type of UNIBUS-compatible memory. The motor control unit shared memory contains 8,192 bytes of read/write memory (RAM) of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) type and 196,608 bytes of ultraviolet light erasable, programmable read-only access memory (EPROM). The RAM memory is used for communicating function request/response parameters between pairs of processors; the EPROM memory contains images of operating systems and programs to be executed by the processors.
Software for execution by the processor within each section has a common structure which includes as major components an operating system, a module of trap (software interrupt) service routines, and a FORTRAN main program-overlay set. The interaction of the various components can be explained by describing the bootstrap procedure for the motor control unit as a whole.
At motor control unit bootstrap, each processor automatically executes a short (400(8) bytes) bootstrap program residing, as read-only memory code, in the module which terminates the processor' s local buss (Q-buss). The bootstrap program sets an appropriate page number into the page number register of its processor' s shared memory access port and loads a short (1000(8) bytes) system loader program from the readonly portion of the shared memory module into processor local memory. Execution of the system loader program is begun; the loader program transfers two modules from shared memory to processor-local memory: an image of a DEC RSX-llS operating system and a module of synchronous system trap (SST) service routines. The operating system could be specially tailored (in terms of device drivers and task execution support routines) for each processor, but in the present case a single image is used for all three processors. The main feature of this operating system is support of a driver for a console (diagnostic) terminal. The module of synchronous system trap service routines supports execution of FORTRAN language main programs and overlays by loading these components from the shared memory module on demand. The operating system (12 Kbytes) and SST service routines module (4 Kbytes) occupy the lowest part of processor address space.8
The system loader transfers program control to the RSX-llS operating system. In turn, the operating system initializes itself and automatically begins execution of a small dummy task built into and loaded along with the operating system image. The dummy task executes only one instruction, a software interrupt, or synchronous system trap, to an SST service routine which loads and starts execution of the processor's FORTRAN main program. As far as the operating system is concerned, the dummy task executes continuously throughout operation of the motor control unit.
It is the FORTRAN main program, along with its associated overlays, which performs the motor controller subfunctions required of each section. Typically the main program periodically examines either the input serial line port buffer or the shared memory function request area until a function request has been received. 
Protocol Handler Section
The protocol handler section resides at the highest level in the functional hierarchy. This section handles serial line communication with the experiment control device and decodes the submitted function codes.
The protocol handler is also responsible for converting the ASCII fields of motor label and position value into internal binary representation (and vice versa for returned output information). As mentioned above, this section also generates a video display of the status of the motor controller as a whole, in particular, the real-time display of serial line ASCII characters as they are received and transmitted.
The only component of subfunction-specific hardware present in this section is a DEC DLV-llJ quadruple asynchronous serial line port. Two of the ports provided by this module are utilized: the first is connected to the experiment control device, while the second supports input/output from/to a manual controller box8 (a special purpose driving device).
The primary function of the FORTRAN main program executing in this section is to support these serial line ports by setting up device interrupt service routines appropriate to the current driving device interaction mode and submode of the motor control unit. (assuming that the driven load will not back-drive the motor). The third-improvement is more complex and will be undertaken if high-speed multiple-axis scans are required. This change will involve additional software in all three sections of the motor control unit and will essentially speed up the propagation of a step command received over the serial line through the protocol handler section to the motor driver section.
